

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































The future of Postmodern on Paralogy in La condition postmoderne
Tomomichi Baba
The perpose of this paper is to reaffirm the philosophical concept of “postmodernism” and point out the
effectiveness of the concept in the modern period.
Although Postmodernism is a concept used in many academic disciplines, it is difficult to say that the
concept has a clear content. But it is need to confirm whether this condition is the disadvantage for
discussing this concept, because such a relativity itself is natural as the value of the concept.
The object of the consideration is paralogy which is described in “The postmodern condition” written by J.
Lyotard. Paralogy is a logic of wisdom that admits what should be of various wisdoms. In this paper, I will
clarify the concept postmodernism considering the feature of postmodern, the relationship between paralogy
and language game, the attention to others in paralogy.
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